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This TransitFleet newsletter has information for TransitFleet users and prospective users
including:
StarTran Software at APTA Expo in New Orleans
newest TransitFleet users
expanded coast to coast support for TransitFleet and collaboration with other vendors
the new paperless shop and facilities management modules in TransitFleet
useful features in inventory and purchasing beyond the basics
accounting system interfaces
October 3 - 5, 2011
Booth 2900
Ernest N Morial Convention Center
New Orleans LA

We invite all users and prospective users to
visit StarTran Software October 3 - 5 at
booth 2900 at the triennial APTA Expo at
the Ernest Morial Convention Center in New
Orleans. Users can get some hands-on tips
and training on useful features of
TransitFleet and prospective users can see
TransitFleet in action and meet current
users and find out why they recommend it to
other transit systems considering new or
replacement fleet maintenance and inventory
software. This will also give everyone a
chance to meet Cliff, the newest member of
the StarTran Software team (see below).

We also invite current users to check out the
listings on the StarTran Software website
under Our Customers. Let us know if you
would like to add to or change your listing
and particularly the user comments. Let us
know if TransitFleet has helped you in a
particular way (such as an FTA triennial
review or an audit); it's one thing to hear
great things about a product from a vendor;
it's more effective to hear it from the
product's users who face the same issues and
have the same requirements.

.

Southeastern Regional Transit Authority
(SRTA) and Union Street Bus Company
(USBC), its contract operator, now use
TransitFleet for maintenance of its fleet of
60 fixed route buses and 22 paratransit vans

Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority
(PDRTA) implemented TransitFleet in
production use in May, 2011. PDRTA
maintains a fleet of 23 fixed route,
commuter, and trolley vehicles and 80 para-

SRTA Implemention (continued)

PDTA Implemention (continued)

evenly split between garages in New
Bedford and Fall River MA and each facility
has its own parts inventory. Maintenance
purchasing is coordinated in New Bedford.
TransitFleet users enter and look up
maintenance and inventory activity for their
facility and users with sufficient access
rights can view activity in both facilities.
Maintenance and inventory lookups and
reporting can be for an individual facility or
consolidated for systemwide reporting.
Foremen assign work to mechanics and
either enter work orders in TransitFleet or
have the mechanics enter them. Mechanics
enter time spent and work performed
directly on TransitFleet work orders at
workstations on the shop floor. SRTA /
USBC uses TransitFleet to schedule
maintenance at both facilites.

transit vehicles operating from a main
facility in Florence SC and offices in Marion
SC and Cheraw SC covering a six county
region of northeastern South Carolina. Most
maintenance is performed at the PDRTA
garage in Florence and outside vendors do
some scheduled maintenance in outlying
areas and maintenance work not done by the
Florence garage. All maintenance work is
entered on TransitFleet work orders for all
vehicles. TransitFleet is used to manage
the parts inventory and maintenance
purchasing at the Florence garage.

All purchasing for inventory at both
facilities is entered on TransitFleet
purchase orders. Receivings, freight and
credits are entered as they occur and
invoices from vendors are validated and
entered. Using an automated interface with
SRTA / USBC's Microsoft Dynamics GP
(Great Plains) financial management system,
approved vendor invoices automatically
become unposted transactions in GP
accounts payable. SRTA / USBC also has a
custom report to identify internal work that
can potentially be capitalized rather than be
considered operating expense.
SRTA / USBC had previously been using
Trapeze FLEET and needed to replace it
because FLEET could not correctly maintain
the two facility inventories or schedule
preventive maintenance according to SRTA
/ USBC requirements. All inventory and
maintenance data was converted for use in
TransitFleet such that no data reentry was
required and histories are available for
lookup and reporting.

PDRTA has no on site fueling and vehicles
do not pull in to a central location so
interfaces with other systems have been
implemented to capture daily fueling and
mileage in TransitFleet. PDRTA uses
TransSched Systems' TransView for
paratransit scheduling and dispatching and
ending daily mileages are keyed into
TransView
and
then
automatically
transmitted to TransitFleet. When mobile
data terminals are implemented in a later
phase of the TransView project, ending
daily mileages will come from the MDT's.
Fixed route and commuter mileages are
entered manually in TransitFleet from
daily driver logs. All drivers fuel their own
vehicles using the Mansfield fuel
management system, a card system that
provides reports and interface files for
loading into TransitFleet.
PDRTA had previously been using a state
provided vehicle maintenance system that
was cumbersome to use and could not
provide reliable information because
erroneous data could easily be entered and
reports and information lookups were not
suited to PDRTA needs. All inventory and
maintenance data was converted for use in
TransitFleet such that no data reentry was
required and histories are available for
lookup and reporting.

StarTran Software News
StarTran Software now has a west coast presence with the addition of Cliff Bandringa to the
StarTran Software team. Cliff brings over 20 years of experience in software development
and support including fleet maintenance and inventory software installations at transit
systems. Cliff was a co-founder of Administrative Management Systems (AMS), a company
that developed software for various functions for school administration and transportation
including fleet and facilities management. AMS was acquired by Trapeze Software Group
and Cliff then worked for Trapeze supporting the former AMS products including the fleet
maintenance product that became Trapeze FLEET. FLEET was installed at several transit
properties so he is no stranger to the functions and environment of TransitFleet customers.
Cliff also worked for TransTrack Systems which provides data warehousing of data from
various sources to do coordinated performance analysis and reporting for transit systems.
Cliff will be providing a repository for TransitFleet
source code and a second source of support for
TransitFleet customers. Cliff will also be doing
software development on the mobile computers that
will be used in the new TransitFleet paperless shop
module described below.
Cliff is located in
Victorville CA (i.e., Pacific time) and can be reached
by phone at 760 821-9102 and his email address is
cliff@StarTranSoftware.com. You can also meet
him at APTA Expo in New Orleans.

TransitFleet Interfaces with Other Software
TransitFleet is designed to easily interface with software from other vendors and we are
looking at several potential productive collaborations in addition to current existing interfaces.
There are currently interfaces with fuel management systems including S&A's Fleetwatch,
TRAK, Gasboy, FuelMaster, MegaTrak, and Mansfield Fuel Management System and with
financial management systems including Microsoft Dynamics GP (Great Plains) and Solomon
(and a planned interface with MAS90) as noted below. For two TransitFleet installations,
daily mileage entries are via automated interfaces: Omaha Metro from the Trapeze
Bid/Dispatch system and PDRTA gets daily paratransit mileages from TranSched's
TransView paratransit dispatching system. In discussions with TransTrack Systems, we have
determined that TransitFleet would be a good source for fleet maintenance and performance
data for TransTrack's Transit Performance Manager and an interface could easily be
implemented for transit systems that have both products. Other potential interfaces include
diagnostic information from AVL systems, automated reporting to tire lease vendors, catalogs
from parts suppliers, and reporting from fluid sample lab results.

Paperless Shop and Facilities Management Modules
Paperless shop and facilities management are two add-on TransitFleet modules that will be
available in early 2012. Either or both of these modules can be added to a basic TransitFleet
installation.

Paperless Shop
The paperless shop module will feature a mobile computer that will be used for data entry for
any or all of the following functions:
operator defect reporting / problems to report on
vehicle inspection reports
work order labor entries including clocking on
and off work orders and entering notes on work
performed
parts issues charged to work orders
parts receivings
daily fuel and mileage entries, and
conducting a physical inventory
The mobile computer will be a wireless handheld
device with a Windows operating system, full keyboard
and number keypad, large easy to read display monitor,
and a scan engine capable of capturing barcodes, RFID
tags, and images. The mobile computer will be used for
data entry into TransitFleet just as is done currently
using a standard computer workstation but all data entry
on a mobile computer will be real time.

Facilities Management
The facilities management module will provide functions to track and manage maintenance for buildings
and grounds, garage equipment, and transit facilities including bus shelters, bus stops, park and ride lots
and transit centers. Functions for facilities management include:
automated input of work requests for maintenance or repair work
maintaining inventory of bus shelters, bus stops, and park and ride lots
locations, organized into routes for scheduled maintenance
descriptions and inventory of equipment at each bus shelter or stop
maintenance scheduling
scheduling for buildings and grounds equipment and fixed garage equipment maintenance
scheduling for bus shelters, bus stops, and park and ride lot (route specific) maintenance
tracking and histories for facilities
on-screen lookup and printed reports of histories of specific facilities
on-screen lookup and printed reports of labor histories

New features have regularly been added to TransitFleet and all are available to all TransitFleet
users. We want to make sure users are aware of these features and have the opportunity to take
advantage of them. All it takes is a phone call or email for support to set up and use any of these.

Lookup of Images of Inventory Parts
Sometimes it's handy to be able to go to a workstation on the shop floor or at the parts counter to
see what a part looks like to compare it to what's in the service manual or if there are none on the
shelf. With TransitFleet you can put photos of individual parts on the network and, if a photo
exists for a given item, an Image button is displayed when you bring up the item and clicking on
it displays the photo. No cost to implement and easy to set up and use! Check it out!

Inventory Item Warranties
Some parts come with a warranty (e.g. a one year warranty) and it's useful to determine the warranty
status of all such items issued particularly if one should fail. A warranty can be set up for any
individual item and TransitFleet tracks the warranty status of all issues of items under warranty.

Inventory Item Applicability to Fleets
There is now a way in TransitFleet to specify any and all fleets each inventory item fits. You
can set up any number of so-called inventory applicability groups, which are typically a model
for a manufacturer and year but can be set up any way that works. Inventory applicability
groups can be the same or different from fleets and subfleets and/or reporting groups. Each
vehicle is a member of one and only one inventory applicability group but any number of
inventory applicability groups can be specified for an inventory item, as shown. This can be
useful to determine quantity of an item to stock, vendors to buy it from, and, when a given fleet
is retired, what parts can be removed from inventory (or not if used on other fleets).

An Inventory Listing can be run for any inventory applicability group that shows inventory
items in that group and other inventory applicability groups set up for that item.

Multiple Vendor Lines for Inventory Items
Parts vendors now carry multiple lines for inventory items and TransitFleet now handles
tracking and purchasing of multiple lines for an item from a vendor. Aftermarket parts supplier
Muncie, for example, has up to four lines for some items, typically quality variations for the
same item, each with its own vendor item number and price but all referring to the same item in
the inventory. OEM New Flyer now carries its regular OEM line of items but also offers an
aftermarket line of "NFA" items which are the same vendor item number with an NFA suffix.
Entering multiple vendor lines is the same as entering a new vendor:

When entering an item for
a vendor that has multiple
lines on a purchase order,
TransitFleet shows all
lines offered and prompts
for a line to be selected on
the PO as shown.

Order for Viewing a Vehicle's Daily Fuel / Mileage Entries
TransitFleet features a handy "single click" way to easily bring up a screen display of a vehicle's
activity - work order history, parts usage history, and daily fuel and mileage history. Work
orders and parts usage histories have always been displayed in descending order with most recent
activity first and daily fuel and mileage history has always been displayed in ascending order
with a vehicle's most recent activity at the end. Users could always click on the date column to
reverse the sort so the most recent fuel and mileage entry was first but some users suggested it
would be more useful to have the initial display always sort with the most recent activity first.
With the latest release of TransitFleet, it is an option for each installation whether the daily fuel
and mileage display sort is ascending (most recent last) or descending (most recent first).
Original sort order for daily fuel and mileage - most recent at the end:

After "flipping the switch" for sort order for daily fuel and mileage - most recent first:

So if you would like to "flip the switch," contact StarTran Software.

Accounting System Interfaces
TransitFleet can provide useful data to a transit system's accounting system including daily
accounts payable activity and several monthly and end of year postings to the general ledger as
separate journal entries. Monthly postings could include cost for parts for debiting parts expense
and crediting inventory and costs for parts, maintenance labor, and fuel to determine allocation of
expenses by mode, generally fixed route and paratransit. North East Transportation operates both
fixed route and paratransit service in three separate service areas and TransitFleet generates a
Service Allocation Report that reports mileage, fuel and oil quantity and cost, maintenance labor
hours, and parts cost by vehicle for each mode / service area and a summary for each mode / service
area. General journal entries are entered monthly using summary data from the Service Allocation
Report.
When a physical inventory is conducted using TransitFleet at the end of a fiscal year, counts are
entered into TransitFleet and the inventory is automatically reconciled for each item where the
count varies from quantity on hand. The Inventory Reconciliation Report lists each item that was
reconciled with a total net reconciliation amount which can then be posted to the general ledger.

For the infrequent and low volume monthly and end-of-year postings, users can use the information
generated on TransitFleet reports to manually enter general journal entries for posting to the
general ledger.

Purchasing and Payables Interface
The level of purchasing activity in TransitFleet might well warrant an automated interface between
TransitFleet purchasing and accounts payable in the financial management system. The actual
implementation of the interface is not difficult because TransitFleet and commercial financial
management systems have "hooks" for interfaces but the interface can only work well if the finance
department, auditors, and the software vendors agree on functional requirements for purchasing and
payment data entry and authorization procedures; i.e. what functions are done in which system and
what data is to be transmitted between them. TransitFleet has a fully functional purchasing system
that is integrated with inventory so all users currently enter purchase orders and receivings for parts.
TransitFleet can be used for all maintenance and non-maintenance purchasing including
maintenance services (e.g. towing, outside repairs), and non-maintenance purchasing items and
services (i.e., office supplies, printing, capital purchases, auditors, whatever) and some users do use
TransitFleet for all purchasing. There can be separate steps for PO entry (i.e. requisition) and
authorization in TransitFleet. Receivings are entered (for PO's with receivings) and vendor
invoices for any PO can be reviewed and authorized for payment in TransitFleet. Any or all
activity at any level of detail can be included in an interface specification but it should avoid
duplicate functions in the two systems and reflect reporting and audit requirements.
Two TransitFleet users currently do have automated interfaces between TransitFleet purchasing
and accounts payable in their respective accounting systems and two others are planned.

Omaha Metro enters purchase orders for all purchasing for all departments in TransitFleet.
Receivings are entered in TransitFleet for all PO's with items to be received and PO's with no
receivings (i.e. services) are closed when completed. Vendor invoices are matched with PO's and
any cost adjustments, freight, returned items, and credits are entered on TransitFleet PO's. All
completed activity that appears on an invoice is then transmitted to the accounts payable module of
the financial management system (Solomon in this case) in detail, as shown below.

The export includes all details on each PO including all receivings, freight, credits,and services
rendered. Staff in the finance department have access to TransitFleet so they can look up any
purchasing information in TransitFleet.

SRTA / USBC enters purchase orders in TransitFleet only for parts and fuel deliveries.
Receivings, freight, cost adjustments, returned items, and credits are entered on PO's. As
invoices are received, PO's are checked to ensure all information matches and any corrections are
made on the PO's. Invoices are then entered in TransitFleet using the validated PO information
as shown below.

The validated invoices are then transmitted to the accounts payable module of the financial
managment system (Microsoft Dynamics GP in this case) as unposted transactions. The
procedure is shown on the Vendor Invoicing screen on the next page. The PO is identified on
each invoice but details are not transmitted. Here again, staff in the finance department have
access to TransitFleet to look up purchasing detail on PO's.

Purchase Order / Work Order Interfaces
TransitFleet has its own "internal" interface between work orders and purchase orders for
purchases that apply directly to vehicles so both purchasing activity and work order activity are
captured and linked, allowing payments to be made and vehicles to be charged without separate
entries. Examples include parts purchased for a specific repair on a specific vehicle, towing, or

Vendor Invoicing in TransitFleet

outside work on a specific vehicle. On a work order, a part not issued from the inventory is
referred to as a direct purchase - a direct purchase can be a stock item or a non-stock item and a
non-stock item can be a tracked item (where TransitFleet tracks receivings and issues by item
number but it is not stocked in inventory) or a not tracked item. Stock items, non-stock tracked
items, and non-stock not tracked items can all be entered on both purchase orders and work
orders but stock items and non-stock tracked items can be entered on purchase orders and
received directly on a work order. When a direct purchase is entered on a work order and the
item is on an open PO, the user can select the PO and the item is received without a separate PO
receiving and the PO is relieved.
With the latest TransitFleet release, outside work orders (such as towing and outside repairs)
and purchase orders for the outside repair or service can be linked and do not have to be entered
separately as before. To do so, the work order is entered first, then the PO is created and rather
than entering PO items, the user selects the outside work order. Any changes made on the
outside work order are automatically changed on the PO. If there is an accounting system
interface, the transaction is transmitted to the accounting system when the PO is closed.
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